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50 YEARS
The Fortune Society is
celebrating its 50th anniversary
in 2017! Follow us on social
media and subscribe to the
Fortune Weekly to receive
updates about our year-long
celebration.
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MISSION AND APPROACH

We strive to create a
safe and supportive
environment that
helps our clients
thrive as positive,
contributing members
of the community.

The Fortune Society’s mission is to support successful reentry from incarceration and promote
alternatives to incarceration, thus strengthening the fabric of our communities.
We do this by:
 Believing in the power of individuals to change;
 Building lives through service programs shaped by the needs and experience of our clients; and
 Changing minds through education and advocacy to promote the creation of a fair, humane,
and truly rehabilitative correctional system.
Founded in 1967, The Fortune Society’s vision is to foster a world where all who are incarcerated or
formerly incarcerated will thrive as positive, contributing members of society. We do this through a
holistic, one-stop model of service provision.
Our continuum of care, informed and implemented by professionals with cultural backgrounds and
life experiences similar to those of our clients, helps ensure their success. Fortune serves over 6,000
individuals annually via three New York City locations: our service center in Long Island City, Queens,
and both The Fortune Academy (“the Castle”) and Castle Gardens in West Harlem. Our program
models are recognized both nationally and internationally for their quality and innovation.
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LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT AND CEO

Our clients, and staff who
are on parole, encouraged
formerly incarcerated
citizens to register to vote
during the 2016 election.

Dear Friend,
2016 was intense.
For almost 50 years, The Fortune Society has served as a core resource for people working to rebuild
their lives after the trauma of incarceration. While we face new challenges, The Fortune Society will
continue to welcome home individuals returning from incarceration.
We’ll keep fighting for criminal justice reform, too. Many of our 2016 accomplishments speak to that:
 As a member of the NYS Council on Community Reentry and Reintegration, we helped
convince Governor Cuomo to adopt an anti-discrimination guidance for state-financed housing,
forbidding blanket discrimination based on justice involvement alone. Each case now requires
individual assessment.
 Working with civil rights firm, Relman, Dane & Colfax, we continued pursuing litigation
against a NYC landlord with a blanket ban on applicants with convictions. The U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) issued a guidance in 2016 stating that blanket
bans on applicants with criminal histories likely violates the Fair Housing Act. And the U.S.
Department of Justice (DOJ) filed a statement of interest, which strengthens our case and may
soon set a new national legal precedent.
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 Building on his White House Champion
of Change recognition, our Executive
Vice President, Stanley Richards, was
appointed to two key positions. He’s
now a member of the NYC Board
of Corrections, and the Independent
Commission on NYC Criminal Justice
and Incarceration Reform.
 Stanley Richards and our Associate
Vice President, Ronald Day, were also
featured in Henry Louis Gates, Jr.’s PBS
documentary, Black America Since MLK:
And Still I Rise. And two staff members,
Barry Campbell and Ismael Nazario, were
featured in Bill Moyers’ documentary,
Rikers. These works increased public
awareness of the injustices within prisons
and jails, intensifying the demand for
change.

Our President and
CEO, JoAnne Page,
participated as a
panelist in an important
Congressional Briefing
exploring access to
decent, affordable
homes, barriers to
housing, and efforts
to revisit and reform
policies that have
excluded the reentry
population.

These accomplishments, along with my memberships on the NYS Council on Community Reentry
and Reintegration, the NYC Task Force on Behavioral Health and the Criminal Justice System, and the
NYC Supportive Housing Task Force, give Fortune a seat at tables where vital criminal justice reform
conversations happen.
We’re going further in 2017. Our capacity to offer discharge planning services to individuals on Rikers
Island will increase, as will our essential reentry housing for formerly incarcerated individuals. We’re
also launching a federally funded mentoring program, a department to support client and health care
service connections, and the Queens Reentry Task Force.
None of this would be possible without our founder, David Rothenberg, who still volunteers at Fortune
and recently received a Greenwich Village Award for his work in challenging the criminal justice
system and fighting for human rights.
We’re firm in our mission to support successful reentry and promote alternatives to incarceration. Our
work strengthens communities.
2017 is also our 50th anniversary— let’s celebrate together. And let’s continue building a world where
everyone, regardless of their past, has opportunities to succeed.
Sincerely,

JoAnne Page
President and CEO
annual report 2015-2016
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LETTER FROM OUR CHAIRPERSON

Chairperson of our
Board of Directors,
Dennis Kozlowski.

Dear Friend,
2016 marked my first year as Chairperson of The Fortune Society’s Board of Directors. Indeed, I am
“fortunate” to be part of such a vital organization for justice-involved individuals. The hard work and
dedication of our staff, beginning with our remarkable CEO, JoAnne Page, continues to have profound
impact on each client we assist. As a formerly incarcerated individual myself, I understand the complex
needs of those who are returning from incarceration— it can be a very difficult transition. Today, our
mission to support successful reentry and promote alternatives to incarceration has never been more
important. We are one of the few holistic resources that justice-involved individuals have.
2017 marks our 50th anniversary. Since 1967, we have remained true to our original vision as we
have expanded to assist more clients through many needed services. In addition, we’ve consistently
advocated for criminal justice reform, working with lawmakers and politicians to eliminate barriers
that keep justice-involved individuals from thriving. For 50 years, we’ve worked to bridge the gap
between people and policy, while offering education, housing, health services, employment training,
job opportunities, and other paths to long-lasting success.
Nonetheless, while we are proud of the impact that we have made, we know that there is still much
more to do. This year, we are committed to intensifying our efforts and expanding our reach, ensuring
new paths forward for justice-involved individuals for 50 more years and beyond.
I know of no better way to spend my time and energy than to help Fortune. And I am grateful to you,
for contributing to our efforts in transforming the lives of thousands of people each and every year.
Sincerely,

Dennis Kozlowski
Board Chairperson
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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SENIOR STAFF

JoAnne Page, President and Chief Executive
Officer
Stanley Richards, Executive Vice President
Peggy Arroyo, Vice President of Programs
Leonard Chavis, Vice President of Administration
and Finance
Sherry Goldstein, Vice President of Agency
Operations
Steve Hickman, Vice President of Finance
Mark Hurwitz, Chief Strategy Officer
David Nidus, Vice President of Programs
Marc Piparo, Chief Technology Officer
Jill Poklemba, Vice President of Development and
Communications
Jay Cruz, Associate Vice President of Human
Services
Ronald Day, Associate Vice President
Sam Rivera, Associate Vice President of Housing
David Solomon, Medicaid Compliance Officer

Maria Diaz, Senior Director of Administration
Shayla Hilt, Senior Director of Clinical Services
Virginia Lasoski-Nepa, Senior Director of Family
Services and Admissions
Max Lindeman, Senior Director of Housing
Camden McDaris-Black, Senior Director of
Grant Development
Latisha Millard, Senior Director of Housing
Yolanda Morales, Senior Director of Transitional
Services
Kristin Pulkkinen, Senior Director of Major Gifts
Antonio Rivera, Senior Director of ATI
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Laura Senkevitch, Senior Director of Education
and Training Programs
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Ann Travers, Senior Director of Care
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Nicole Whittaker, Senior Director of EQI
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Our Employment
Services staff and
clients smile as they
celebrate the graduation
of the latest Transitional
Work internship
program participants.
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THE NEED
Individuals with criminal justice
involvement form one of the most
disadvantaged populations in the nation.
They experience many challenges that
prevent them from successfully reentering
society, such as legal barriers to accessing
education, employment, affordable
housing, substance abuse treatment, and
healthcare. Additionally, justice-involved
individuals often face harmful stigmas
upon release, which can cause employers,
clinics, educational institutions, and service
providers to deny them the important
resources and services needed to rebuild
their lives.
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SERVICES THAT
CHANGE LIVES
To address the complex and overlapping
needs of our clients, The Fortune Society
employs a holistic “one-stop shop”
model of service provision, offering a
comprehensive array of in-house social
services to over 6,000 people with
incarceration histories each year via three
primary New York City-area locations:
our service center in Long Island City,
and both The Fortune Academy (a.k.a.
“the Castle”) and Castle Gardens in West
Harlem. We also have a regular presence
in four borough courthouses, on Rikers
Island, and numerous New York State
prisons.
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A Culinary Arts
participant prepares
a dish as part of
his final exam to
graduate from the
program.
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Our ATI clients who
complete their program
successfully receive
sentences that require
no further incarceration,
including probation and
community service.

ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION (ATI)
THE
PROBLEM

Race and socioeconomic factors continue to dictate the
likelihood of arrest and incarceration, especially for drugrelated offenses. Nearly 80% of people in federal prison
and almost 60% of people in state prison for drug offenses
are Black or Latino. In addition, one in nine Black
children has an incarcerated parent, compared to one in 28
Latino children and one in 57 white children (Drug Policy
Alliance, 2016).

OUR
SOLUTION

Our ATI programs reduce the prison and jail population, save taxpayers millions of
dollars, and each year help hundreds of individuals learn how to lead law-abiding,
productive lives. Clients participating in our ATI programs are still under criminal
justice supervision while in the community, but they also receive important services
that help them thrive. Those who complete their program successfully receive
sentences that require no further incarceration, including probation and community
service.
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Nearly 80% of people
in federal prison and
almost 60% of people
in state prison for drug
offenses are Black or
Latino.

BENEFITS APPLICATION ASSISTANCE
THE
PROBLEM

With the significant overlap between high incarceration rates
and high-poverty neighborhoods in NYC, the vast majority
65% of Fortune
of people cycling in and out of jails and prisons live well
clients will have less
below the poverty line. In fact, 65% who come to Fortune
than $1,000 a year in
will have less than $1,000 a year in reported household
reported household
income at the time of intake, and many are unaware of the
income at the time of
intake.
numerous government benefits for which they are eligible.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Single Stop Benefits Assessment and Referral program helps clients find out
if they are eligible to receive public benefits from any of the government programs
available to low-income individuals. We then work with clients to navigate the
application process so they can secure critical benefits, such as Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and Medicaid, and find financial stability. In
addition, the program connects clients with expert advice to help with a wide range
of issues, such as child support, evictions, accessing and correcting Record of Arrest
and Prosecutions (RAP) sheets, financial services, credit assistance, and more.

We help our clients
navigate the application
process to secure
critical benefits such
as SNAP, Medicaid, and
other services.
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People with justice
involvement and their
families have the
opportunity to develop
deeper bonds and
relationships during
events sponsored by our
Family Services program.

FAMILY SERVICES
THE
PROBLEM

One of the most lasting effects of incarceration is the loss of
family unity. Studies show that the incarceration of a father
Incarceration of a
often leads to decreases in household resources and greater
father often leads to
risk for financial hardship. Additionally, the social stigma
decreases in household
of incarceration can take a heavy toll on parent-child
resources and
relationships, and may harm children’s development. The
greater risk for
strain and distance caused by incarceration makes reuniting
financial hardship.
upon reentry a very difficult challenge.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Family Services program connects clients with their loved ones by supporting
personal growth and the development of essential parenting skills. We offer an array
of group and individual services to meet the unique needs of formerly incarcerated
mothers, fathers, and expectant parents. Our clients are given the opportunity to
learn vital interpersonal and parenting skills, develop strategies to escape lives
defined by crime and substance abuse, and become positive role models for their
children. Clients also receive assistance with child support cases and family
reunification issues.
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CREATIVE ARTS
THE
PROBLEM

Advocates and academicians agree: Art tremendously benefits individuals with justice
involvement, especially as they reenter into the community. Creative expression heals,
transforms, and encourages personal growth. Recognizing this, we remain deeply
committed to incorporating the arts in the holistic services we offer our clients. Doing
so not only helps their well-being, it helps the city at large—the NYC Department
of Cultural Affairs found a serious lack of diversity within NYC’s cultural sector,
identifying the need for “pipelines to employment and leadership positions that target
underrepresented populations” (2016).

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Creative Arts program supports the educational, emotional, and cultural
development of individuals impacted by the criminal justice system through creative
writing, poetry, spoken word, video production, animation, visual arts, music, and
theater.

A Creative Arts
participant performs
during our annual
Spring Arts Festival, a
monthlong celebration
of the creativity of
Fortune’s participants
and partners.
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Our Education program
students have the
opportunity to gain
essential reading,
writing, and math
skills in Fortune’s
nurturing and supportive
classrooms.

EDUCATION
THE
PROBLEM

A significant number of people coming out of New York State jails and prisons have
been affected by the school-to-prison pipeline. The very public schools that were
meant to serve their educational needs actually served as statistical “feeders” into
incarceration. Most of these schools are located in the highest poverty, highest crime
neighborhoods in New York City, and are predominantly in communities of color.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Education program disrupts the school-to-prison pipeline, empowering students
to set personal and professional goals, and make progress toward earning the High
School Equivalency (HSE) diploma, attend college, and prepare for today’s job
market.
Students develop essential reading, writing, math, and computer skills with the
support of Fortune’s dedicated teachers, counselors, and tutors. Our small class sizes
allow each individual to progress at his or her own pace in an environment where all
feel respected and have valued input on what is taught.
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HOUSING
THE
PROBLEM

The primary cause of homelessness is a lack of affordable
housing. Other causes include eviction, doubled-up or
58% of homeless
severely overcrowded housing, domestic violence, job
shelter residents
loss, and hazardous housing conditions. Approximately
in NYC are African58% of homeless shelter residents in NYC are AfricanAmerican, 31%
American, 31% are Latino, and 8% are white (Coalition
are Latino, and
8% are white.
for the Homeless, 2016). These same groups are also
disproportionately impacted by the cycle of incarceration. In
addition, people reentering the community are often estranged
from family and friends, further limiting their housing options.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Housing program empowers homeless, formerly incarcerated individuals and
their families to build better futures through supportive and affordable housing. We
provide low-threshold access to supportive emergency, transitional, and permanent
housing at our congregate facilities, The Fortune Academy (“the Castle”) and
Castle Gardens, along with our Scatter Site Housing program. Meeting both their
immediate and long-term needs, participants take important steps on their journey
towards becoming positive, self-sufficient members of the community.

Our staff and housing
residents have access
to our rooftop garden
at Castle Gardens,
Fortune’s supportive
and affordable housing
facility in West Harlem.
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Our interns and volunteers
from the local community
manage the day-to-day
operations of our Fresh
Farm Stand, giving them
opportunities to sharpen
their entrepreneurial skills.

FOOD AND NUTRITION
THE
PROBLEM

According to a 2014 report conducted by the NYC Food Bank, almost 1.8 million
New Yorkers rely on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP),
nearly 1.4 million rely on emergency food for basic nutrition, and the NYC meal
gap is 250 million meals (Agi, 2014). This food crisis is exacerbated for formerlyincarcerated individuals and their families, who are often hesitant to seek assistance
due to misperceptions that they are not eligible for food programs.

OUR
SOLUTION

Through our innovative Food and Nutrition program, we offer hot meals and
distribute fresh, locally grown produce to clients through partnerships with local
farms. We also offer cooking demonstrations, nutrition education workshops, a farm
stand in West Harlem, and herb and produce cultivation opportunities in our rooftop
garden at Castle Gardens.
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HEALTH SERVICES
THE
PROBLEM

In NYC jails, the HIV prevalence rate is 5.2%, over four
times higher than the total U.S. prison rate (1.25%) and
In NYC jails,
far higher than the 0.4% rate for the general population
the HIV prevalence
rate is 5.2%, over four
(Clarke, 2016). Approximately 3,800 people living with
times higher than the
HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) are released to NYC annually from
total U.S.
NYC and NYS jails or prisons (HIV Health and Human
prison
rate
Services Planning Council of New York, 2012). Many
(1.25%).
reentering PLWHA have little information on available
resources, and are susceptible to return to unsafe lifestyles due
to a lack of knowledge.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Health Services program provides clients with prevention education, discharge
planning, case management, and connection to quality, community-based treatment
and care, particularly for individuals living with or at risk for HIV/AIDS. This
holistic and integrated approach to serving formerly incarcerated individuals
living with or at risk of developing HIV/AIDS helps ensure their safe and healthy
transition back into the community.

Discharge planning, case
management, and quality
treatment are essential
to ensure the safe and
healthy transition back
into the community for
PLWHA.
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Our Green Training
program teaches
our participants
environmental cleanup practices, disaster
response procedures,
and climate change
mitigation tactics. In
turn, they receive several
certifications to pursue
careers in environmental
health and safety fields.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
THE
PROBLEM

One of the chief problems facing people reentering the community after
incarceration is finding gainful employment. A study conducted in New York City
found that a criminal record reduced the likelihood of a callback or job offer by
nearly 50% (Pager & Western, 2009). The employment discrimination faced by
reentering individuals is an unjust reality, exacerbated by the fact that many of these
individuals also lack adequate skills to compete in today’s job market.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Employment Services program is designed to equip formerly incarcerated job
seekers with the skills necessary to obtain employment and thrive in the workplace.
Our two-week Job Readiness workshop teaches participants how to network,
excel in job interviews, problem-solve, answer difficult conviction questions,
and create a professional resume and cover letter. Individuals who complete the
workshop receive career counseling, job placement assistance, and support with job
retention. We also offer skills-based training, which provides industry-recognized
certifications, including Green Construction and Culinary Arts Training. Participants
who complete the training receive job placement and career advancement services
targeted to their desired career field.
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MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
THE
PROBLEM

Since 2011, the NYC Department of Correction (DOC) has experienced a steady
increase in the percentage of individuals with mental health diagnoses. These
individuals currently comprise 42% of the population, with 11% having a serious
mental health diagnosis (2015, Mayor’s Task Force on Behavioral Health and the
Criminal Justice System). For many people with criminal justice histories, there
is a stigma attached to admitting to mental health issues for fear of being seen as
“weak” or “vulnerable.” Consequently, they are often hesitant to seek mental health
treatment, especially if the providers are not culturally competent.

OUR
SOLUTION

Fortune has offered mental health services since July 2011 through The Better
Living Center (BLC), our NYS Office of Mental Health (OMH)-licensed Article 31
outpatient mental health treatment clinic. The BLC works to facilitate a seamless
transition for individuals with mental health issues who also have histories of
incarceration by providing the supportive environment, treatment, and therapy they
need to manage their mental illness, while also empowering them to make progress
towards achieving their other life goals.

We strive to
provide our clients
with a supportive
environment, mental
health treatment,
and therapy needed
to help them
progress towards
achieving their goals.
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Incarcerated clients proudly
show off their certificates
of completion and
celebrate their graduation
from the I-CAN program.
The program prepares
individuals for reentry into
the community through
ongoing support and skillbuilding workshops.

PREPARE FOR RELEASE
THE
PROBLEM

People reentering the community from incarceration are severely disadvantaged
when attempting to obtain needed resources, such as housing, education, and
employment. They often not only face stigma and discrimination, but a sense of
isolation and disconnect. Without culturally competent guidance, people reentering
the community frequently are not even aware of available services that are specific
to their needs.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our Individualized Corrections Achievement Network (I-CAN) program provides
skill building and discharge preparation services to eligible individuals incarcerated
at Rikers Island, and offers continuing reentry support following their release.
We help them prepare for reentry by assisting with applications for identification
documents, and by providing parenting classes, group counseling, professional
development, job training, education, and relapse prevention workshops.
Furthermore, I-CAN provides ongoing support to these individuals in areas key to
successful transitions.
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SUBSTANCE USE TREATMENT
THE
PROBLEM

Substance use is by far one of the greatest challenges faced by
individuals with justice involvement. The Bureau of Justice
Substance use is by
Assistance has recognized the criminal justice system as
far one of the greatest
being “one of the largest catchment areas for individuals
challenges
with mental health and substance use disorders.” Based
faced by individuals
on NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
with justice
Services (OASAS, 2014) admission data, 51% of noninvolvement.
crisis admissions had criminal justice involvement. At 21%,
criminal justice agencies were the second highest referral
source for substance use treatment program admissions.

OUR
SOLUTION

Our NYS OASAS-licensed outpatient substance use treatment program empowers
clients to address and overcome substance dependency issues. This supervised
program provides client-centered treatment that is geared towards the overall
improvement of each participant’s mental, emotional, and physical well-being.
Every client begins their journey with a full assessment and program orientation,
followed by intensive individual and group counseling. We also offer lifetime
aftercare, so our clients know they can rely on us to help them navigate future
challenges.

Vilma Donovan has fully embraced
recovery as part of her reentry
process, and is a survivor focused
on healing, reclaiming her life, and
emerging into her fullest potential.
Our substance use treatment
program supports individuals
recovering from substance use
by offering treatment to improve
health and wellness, which lead
them to live self-directed lives,
and achieve their reentry goals.
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OUR IMPACT*

6,059
individuals received
Fortune’s life-changing
services.

3,810

29,410
nutritious meals
served to clients at
our main service
center in Long Island
City, Queens.

individual therapy sessions provided at The Better
Living Center, our NYS Office of Mental Health-licensed
outpatient treatment program.

591

individuals placed in new jobs through
our Employment Services program.

28,635

total instructional hours provided
through our Education program.

$7,663,629

total savings to taxpayers as a result of our
Alternatives to Incarceration (ATI) program.
71% of ATI clients eligible for completion graduated.
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$4,199,691

secured in public benefits for Single Stop participants, including Medicaid, cash
assistance, and Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits.

1,034
individuals enrolled in our discharge
planning program at Rikers Island.

79%
of Fortune Academy
participants in
transitional housing
successfully moved to
permanent housing.**

226

clients living with HIV/
AIDS were connected to
medical care upon release
from Rikers Island.

www.fortunesociety.org
*data from calendar year 2015
**data from calendar year 2013-2015
annual report 2015-2016
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BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
DAMON RODRIGUEZ, FORMER GRADUATE
After 17 years in prison, I was homeless and
unemployed upon release. My situation wasn’t
surprising— I had been living in the streets since
I was 12 years old. And without marketable
skills, rebuilding my life seemed impossible. But
everything changed when I came to The Fortune
Society.
On my first day there, I immediately knew that
Fortune could help me get back on my feet.
Finding a job was my priority, so I enrolled in
their Employment Services program, where I
learned interviewing and networking skills, plus
workplace etiquette. I graduated from their Green
Construction program, which opened up new
career paths for me.
For the first time in my life, I had skills that
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made me competitive in the job market, and the
potential to contribute to my community.
Fortune soon connected me to a career in
construction, and I applied for the position. All of
my effort paid off when I received a job offer.
Today, I am a unionized supervisor in the
sustainable construction industry, earning $52
an hour. Every day, I’m proud to use the skills
I learned through Fortune’s Green Construction
program.
I will always be grateful to Fortune for helping
me achieve success. As a way of giving back, I
volunteer as a mentor to other clients. I hope my
story encourages them to fully utilize Fortune’s
programs, and rebuild their lives like I did.

A RECIPE FOR RENEWAL
ALISA MORRISON, FORMER GRADUATE
Before coming to The Fortune Society, I was
unsure about where my life was headed. I was
earning below minimum wage at my job, which
made meeting basic needs difficult. My daughter
saw my struggle and insisted that I come to
Fortune. As a former Fortune client herself, she
knew that its services would help me. So, I gave
Fortune a chance, and my life changed forever.

Through Employment Services, I developed job
readiness skills and participated in Fortune’s
Culinary Arts program, where I found a passion
for cooking.

On the first day, I knew that I was in the right
place. Home is where you can comfortably express
your feelings— that’s how I felt at Fortune.

Today, I’m proud to be a full-time chef at Project
Renewal, an organization that feeds the homeless.
It’s wonderful working for a cause that I’m
passionate about, and with an organization that
appreciates me. Incorporating what I learned at
Fortune, I hope to start my own catering business
one day.

Each day I visited Fortune, I had something to
look forward to. For the first time in my life, I
met people who knew that despite my justice
involvement, that I had the capacity to succeed.
And with their support, I did.

Fortune made success possible for me. And
because I worked hard, I thrived. Through their
firm belief in paths forward for justice-involved
individuals, I know that Fortune will continue to
help others, like me, succeed.
annual report 2015-2016
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A FRESH START AFTER 31 YEARS
HARRY CRUZ, FORMER CASTLE RESIDENT
After 31 years in prison, I was released in
October 2016 with few resources. I had to adjust
to a drastically different society and needed help
making it on my own.
The challenges of my reentry were compounded
by medical conditions, including diabetes, high
blood pressure, and a partial foot amputation. For
years, my requests in prison to address needs like
obtaining a prosthetic were ignored.
After my release, I stayed at a men’s shelter, but
knew I couldn’t stay there long. I was ready to
change and move on.
Eventually, I wrote a letter to The Fortune Society
asking for help. They responded immediately. The
same day I stopped in, I received a room at their
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transitional housing unit, The Fortune Academy. I
now live in my own apartment.
In addition to housing, I now have access to
health care, and can talk with staff to avoid
making mistakes that may lead to further justice
involvement. For the first time, I’m learning to
open up, and it feels good.
Fortune also showed me that it’s never too late
to pursue my goal of obtaining a High School
Equivalency Diploma. I plan to participate in
Fortune’s Education and Culinary Arts programs
this year. Looking forward, I hope to become a
professional in the food industry. I’m excited for
the journey that lays ahead and, with Fortune’s
help, I know I will succeed.

A LIFE-CHANGING EDUCATION
JAMIL HERNANDEZ, ATI GRADUATE
Before I became involved with the criminal
justice system, I attended seven different schools
and struggled to pass basic math classes. After
my release, I wanted to pursue education again
but lacked crucial resources. So, I enrolled in
Education Services at The Fortune Society, where
I found the supportive environment that I needed.
At Fortune, I worked hard to overcome the
challenges that I struggled with for years. Plus, I
met passionate teachers who helped me achieve
my goals.
With their encouragement, I transformed into a
motivated student and studied hard. I learned to
participate in class and ask questions. Eventually,
I was doing so well that I started helping other
students. For the first time in my life, I developed

a positive outlook on education and realized the
results of hard work.
My dedication paid off when I finally earned my
High School Equivalency Diploma. On the day
that I received it, I cried tears of joy and thanked
my teachers. I’ll never forget coming home to my
mother and saying, “We did it.”
Before coming to Fortune, I never envisioned
attending college. But today, it is an achievable
goal. Fortune opened up new possibilities
and helped me create a solid foundation for a
professional career.
With Fortune’s support, I will continue creating
the future of my dreams.
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ADVOCACY THAT CHANGES MINDS
The David Rothenberg Center for Public Policy (DRCPP) was launched
in 2007 to advance Fortune’s technical assistance, training, policy
development, advocacy, research, and community education initiatives.
DRCPP advocates for a fairer criminal justice system, promotes effective
program models and needed support for people with criminal justice
histories, and works to change the counterproductive laws and policies
that create barriers to successful community reentry.

POLICY ACHIEVEMENTS
The NYS Homes and Community Renewal (HCR)
issued a new anti-discrimination guidance that forbids
discrimination based on criminal conviction alone, and
requires housing operators to make an individualized
assessment of applicants based on factors like
seriousness of the offense, the time since the offense,
the age of the applicant at the time of the offense, and
evidence of the applicant’s rehabilitation.
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) filed a statement
of interest in Fortune’s ongoing housing litigation
against Sandcastle Towers Housing Development. In
their statement, U.S. DOJ argues that the Fair Housing
Act (FHA) requires that landlords who consider criminal
records in evaluating prospective tenants do not use
overly broad generalizations that disproportionately
disqualify people based on a legally protected
characteristic, such as race or national origin.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) issued a guidance that details their
interpretation of the FHA – housing providers must
distinguish between arrest and convictions, and cannot
use an arrest to ban applicants from housing. In the case
of applicants with convictions, property owners must
prove that the exclusion is justified and consider factors
like the nature and severity of the crime in assessing
prospective tenants before excluding someone.
The State University of New York (SUNY) Board
of Trustees voted to “ban the box” from its general
application, expanding college access and education
opportunity for individuals with justice involvement.
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Our clients demonstrate
on the steps of New
York City Hall to support
safe, affordable housing
for people with justiceinvolvement.
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HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT
Your contributions allow us to address the needs of our clients and continue to grow the vital services
and programs that support alternatives to incarceration and successful reentry after incarceration.
Financial contributions also enhance The Fortune Society’s ability to advocate for systemic change that
promotes the fair and just treatment of people with justice involvement.
DONATE ONLINE

DONATE BY MAIL

DONATE STOCK

Make a secure online
donation to show your
support today. Visit
www.fortunesociety.
org/donate

Fill out the enclosed
reply envelope and
send it with your credit
card information,
check, or money order
to The Fortune Society.

Making a stock
donation is an
impactful way to
support Fortune and
invest in the success of
our clients. Please call
347.510.3607 for more
information.

DOUBLE YOUR DONATION

BECOME A MONTHLY
DONOR

CONSIDER LEGACY
GIVING

A sustaining monthly
gift provides steady
and reliable support
that is invaluable to
Fortune as the need
for our services and
advocacy continues to
grow.

Leaving a gift to
Fortune in your will
is an opportunity to
communicate your
values and dreams for
the kind of society we
all hope to pass on to
future generations.
For more information,
please contact us at
347.510.3607.

DONATE YOUR TIME

MAKE AN IN-KIND
DONATION

Many corporations
match donations
made by employees
to support charitable
giving. To double
or even triple your
contribution, check
if your company
has a matching gift
program by visiting
doublethedonation.
com/fortunesociety
GIVE IN HONOR OR
MEMORY
Whether it’s a tribute
to the memory of
a loved one or in
celebration of a special
occasion, your gift to
Fortune is a thoughtful
way to honor others
while supporting our
mission.
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By donating their
valuable time and
expertise, volunteers
aid our staff in a
myriad of ways,
including tutoring,
mentoring, resume
preparation, data entry,
research, and special
projects—to name only
a few.

Gifts of clean, gently
used clothing, books,
and furniture meet
a great need among
the thousands of
clients we serve each
year and are always
appreciated. Please call
347.510.3448 to learn
more.

THE FORTUNE SOCIETY SUPPORTERS
Fiscal year 2016 (July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016)
$100,000 or more
Clark Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Emery Celli Brinckerhoff & Abady LLP
Edna P. Krockenberger Trust
Robin Hood Foundation
Single Stop
Tiger Foundation

Joshua Steiner
Mary Ann and Lawrence Tucker
Verus Financial LLC
$5,000 to $9,999

Bloomberg Philanthropies
Cummings Memorial Fund
Elton John AIDS Foundation
Francis Greenburger
Harry J. Brown Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Henry and Lucy Moses Fund, Inc.
Mariposa Foundation
SHS Foundation

Margot Adams
American Transit Insurance Company
Bradley L. Goldberg Family Foundation
George Freeman
Anne Gray and Steve White
Henry Schein Inc.
Hill-Snowdon Foundation
Kaplan Family Foundation
Doug and Wendy Kreeger
Barry and Jill Lafer
Lettire Construction Corp.
Caroline Marshall and Clay Miller
Katharine E. Merck
Max Milliken and the Ananda Fund
Nalika Nanayakkara and Edward Hartzog
Redstone Fund
Joel B. Resnick
Jonathan and Diana Rose
David Rothenberg
David and Nancy Solomon
Tides/Tivka Fund
USI Insurance Services LLC

$10,000 to $24,999

$2,500 to $4,999

Cornelia and Edward Bonnie
Broadway Cares / Equity Fights AIDS
Christ Church of Oyster Bay
David Rockefeller Fund
Edward S. Moore Foundation
Carole and Richard Eisner
The Emma and Georgina Bloomberg Foundation
Marjorie Fasman
Kaiser Permanente
Kimberly and Dennis Kozlowski
Lily Auchincloss Foundation
Overbrook Family Advised Fund
Betty and Michael Rauch

29-76 Realty Co. LLC
Nan Bases
Alan Belzer
Jeff and Kristin Cunningham
Edla Cusick and Douglas Clifford
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
Driscoll Foods
Gerald and Janet Eber
Edith and Herbert Lehman Foundation
Bruce Ehrmann
Emmanuel Gastard and Johanna Skrzypczyk
HiTouch Business Services
Terry A. Hueneke and Michael Ross

$50,000 to $99,999
Ricardo Delmar Anderson Trust
Capital One Bank
Enterprise HUD Sec. 4 Capacity Building
MAC AIDS Fund
New York Community Trust
Ohrstrom Foundation
$25,000 to $49,999
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Jonathan Rose Companies
Keefe Group
Tamara and Scott Levenson
Sarah Netburn and John Cuti
Phipps Houses Service, Inc.
Morris and Mary Rossabi
Lynn S. Stern
Christine Swann
$1,000 to $2,499
Alan and Patricia Abramson
June Adams
Melissa Ader
Elaine and Myron Adler
Alphonzo Albright
Alain Bourgeois
Jeffrey Braemer
Jane Eisner Bram
Brightpoint Health
Thatcher and Sally Brown
John Y. Campbell
Leonard M. Chavis
Fred and Joyce Claar
Gary Claar
Stephanie Clifford and Bruce Headlam
Robert Cohen and Maddy deLone
Cathleen Collins
Columbia University
Compton Foundation
Constance Cooper and Marc Bastuscheck
Corporate Power Inc.
Curtis + Ginsberg Architects, LLP
Suzanne Davis
Elizabeth de Cuevas
Cassandra Kate Delacorte
Astrid Delafield
Richard Delaney
Fred and Diana Elghanayan
Enterprise Community Partners
ERH Contracting
Tom Fontana and Sagan Lewis
Richard A. Frankel
Daniel Franklin and Erica Guyer
Nancy Friday
Gage Fund
Barbara Grodd
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Thank you for
the extraordinary
work that The Fortune
Society accomplishes and
inspires every year.”
- Laurie Scott
Harlem United
Patricia Harris and Mark Lebow
Betsey Holtzmann
Martin and Janice Horn
Jacqueline Howe
IBM
Jacqueline Jones-Peace
Donna Kenton
Martha King
Alexandra D. Korry
Eric and Suzanne Krebs
Paulina Kreger
Robert Lasher
Leaves of Grass Fund
Bruce Levenson
Theodore and Marilyn Levine
Dennis Lonergan
Donna MacNeil
Nicholas and Mary Marshall
Anita Marton
Dana Mcilwain
Christopher McNerney
Barbara J. Meislin
Karen and Mark Merson
Harvey and Ruth Miller
Timothy and Virginia Millhiser
Mitchell and Titus
Andrew Mockler
Dorothy G. Morris
New York Community Trust
Al Pierce
Jill Poklemba and Angelo Rivera
Posel Foundation
Poses Family Foundation

Colleen Roche
Deborah Rothschild
Lenore Ruben
Ruth Norden Lowe & Warner L. Lowe
Memorial Fund
Karen Sherman
David and Linda Sicher
John L. Silverman
Emily and Emil Slowinski
John B. Stadler
David and Bronwyn Starr
Nicholas Turner
Nancy Ullmann-Schneider
Unique People Services, Inc.
Valerie-Charles Diker Fund, Inc
Richard and Carol Van Deusen
William J. vanden Heuvel
Robert and Delores Viarengo
White Cedar Fund
William Ewing Foundation
Willis Group
Judith F. Woodfin
Jeanne Zasadil
$500 to $999
Muriel Acquaye
Susan Nieder Acunto
S. James Adelstein and Mary T. Adelstein
Monica and John Alexandra
Margaret Arroyo
F. Mervin Baker
Ruth Baldwin
David and Didi Barrett
Alan Bell
Renate Belville and Allen C. Fischer
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Jonathan S. Benjamin
Steven Bernhaut and Vijaya Dharmapuri
Dennis S. Bunder
Nancy and Martin Buss
Canon Solutions America
Stephen and Caroline Chinlund
Jacqueline Chu
City University Of New York
Timothy Clifford

L. Robert Cohen
Congregation Rodeph Sholom-Rabbi Levine
Discretionary Fund
Jay Cruz
CUNY Research Foundation
Georgette A. Deroche
Dollar A Day
Ian Dumain
Earthshare NYC Gives
Jeraldine and Michael Easterling
Eric Krebs Theatrical Management, Inc.
F. B. Heron Foundation
Ali Frick
Robert and Jane Gilman
Benjamin and Cindy Gim
Elaine Goldhill
Sherry M. Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldstein
Hildegarde K. Hannum
David Hansell
Becky Hester
Steven Hickman
Theodora Hooton
Theresa Huang
ITSavvy
Jean Jeremie
Joan Kaplan
Virginia and Richard J. Keim
David and Allison Kochman
Sarah and Victor Kovner
Joanna Laine
LAK Public Relations, Inc
Gordon H. Leavitt
John Leinenweber
Marjorie Lessem
Kate Linker
Monte Lipman
Kelsey Louie
Aaron Marcu and Mary Lu Bilek
Michael Maxfield
Ronald and Linda Millet
Stacy and Evelyn Mogren
Michael Nelson
Mitchell Netburn and Kevin Sullivan
Helen Stambler Neuberger and Jim Neuberger
David and Stacy Nidus
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Gabriel S. Oberfield and Laura Gelfman
Tammy Oler
Jane E. Oppenheim
JoAnne Page
Ted Parker
Ronnie and Alan Parnes
Carl and Betty Pforzheimer
Marc Piparo
William and Ronnie Potter
Lisa Prato
Lawrence T. Quirk
Rose Mechanical
Margaret Rosenberry
Martha Roth and Bill Irwin
James Sailer
Andres and Lauren Santo Domingo
Eric A. Seiff and Meredith Feinman
Judy Seiff
Walter Siegel
Jeffrey G. Smith and Lynn Fielden-Smith
Robert and Emily Smith
Danielle Spiegel-Feld
Martin F. Sticht
Sunnyside Painting
Rachel Suskewicz
Zackary Taylor
Patricia Thompson
Richard and Irene Van Slyke
Stephen Michael Vincze
Sara Weber
Luke Weil
Gerald and Tamara Weintraub
Fred and Linda Wertheimer
Stanley D. Wine
$250 to $499
Advanced Benefit Strategies, Inc.
Henry Alford
Marjorie and Larry Altschuler
American Bible Society
Grace B. Anderson
Todd S. Anderson
Gina M. Angelillo
Nyatui Ayize
William L. Barclay
Bruce Baughman and Melanie Arwin
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You are the very
definition of ‘hope.’”
- Thomas Mayer
Mitra Behroozi
Matthew Bernardo
Scott and Sally Berthel
Alina Bloomgarden
Ralph and Elizabeth Brown
David Burney
Ariane Cherbuliez and Steven Orzack
Ginger Chinn
Peter and Renee Cohen
Richard and Ann Cohen
Susan and Peter Connolly
Ronald Day
Rev. Frank S. Denton and Charlene E. Denton
Amy T. Dickinson
Stanislav Dikiy
Rev. James Donnell
Catherine J. Douglass
Richard M. Dudley and Elizabeth A. Martin
Joyce Edward
Alphonzo Elder
John and Susan Eley
Sandra and Gerald Eskin
Michael Ettringer
Uzi Evron
Steve and Lauren Feldman
Elizabeth Foster
Joshua Frankel
Jo-Antoinette Frey and Steven Periera
Marilyn C. Gelber
Bob and Patty Gelfman
Dan and Lynn Gelfman
Nancy Gernert
Bill Gill
Ira Glasser
James and Joan Golbin
Lawrence and Myrna Goodman
Emily Goshey
John W. Greenwood
Kay D. Guiles
Nora M. Hamond-Gallardo and Eugene Hamond

Phyllis Hatfield
Marjorie Henning
Francis M. Herbert
Stephane Howze
Kassidy Huynh
Imperial Bag and Paper
Colta and Gary Ives
Debra A. James
Katherine Freed Jennings
Cyrus and Liz Johnson
John Paul Jones
Robert and Eleanor Juceam
John Kiggins
Doron Kochman
Thomas Kuhn and Beth Olmstead
Lagu Foundation
Edwin and Judith Leonard
Amy Leong
Rabbi Robert Levine and Gina Levine
Bevis Longstreth and Clara Longstreth
Leslie Marshall
Leah Miller
Edward S. Miller and Laura E. Garrison
Professor Frances Milliken
James Modula
Amanda Moffat
Alma Montclair
Lester S. Morse
David Nocenti and Andrea Shapiro Davis
Carl Owens
Robert F. Paashaus
Frederick J. Patrick
Grant Patterson
Sharon Pette
Geoffrey P. Picket
PMI Incorporated
William Priest
Kristin Pulkkinen
Stewart C. Raphael
Molly Rauch and Benjamin Longstreth
John and Laura Regier
Zachary Richner
Shirley J. Ringness
Thomas Robbins
Danielle Rosario
Mark Rubinstein
Gladys Rustay

A strong mission,
excellent board,
and relevant to today’s
world.” - Michelle Arnot
Brown
Johanna Ryan
Sophie Sa
Kristina Sapaskis
Alison Shames
Elizabeth Sheehan
Loren Siegel
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Patricia J. Singer
Gerald and Julie Sussman
Tracy Tress
Triskeles Foundation
Amy and Stephen Unfried
Doris Vallejo
Michael Washburn and Nancy Carmichael
Nicole Whittaker
Ronald and Barbara Williams
Adam Wolfson
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Consolidated Statements of Financial Position For The Years Ended June 30, 2016 and 2015.
2016

2015

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net
Pledges receivable
Prepaid expenses and other assets

$369,344
$4,919,826
$641,416
$261,271

$272,999
$5,181,986
$1,568,184
$213,874

Property and equipment, net
Due from related parties
Security deposits
Investment in limited partnership
Receivable from limited partnerships

$1,315,230
$131,207
$229,570
$382,120
$2,039,390

$1,073,322
$116,480
$229,570
$382,120
$2,039,390

$10,289,374

$11,077,925

Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued salaries and related expenses
Accrued vacation
Government refundable advances and reserves
Deferred rent

$554,216
$381,162
$506,051
$716,029
$2,072,713

$483,248
$341,133
$424,951
$373,771
$2,068,978

Bank line of credit/loans payable
Total liabilities

$600,000
$4,830,171

$1,990,000
$5,682,081

$4,320,496
$1,138,707
$5,459,203

$3,690,789
$1,705,055
$5,395,844

$10,289,374

$11,077,925

ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
TOTAL NET ASSETS
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
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Consolidated Statement of Activities For The Years Ended June 30, 2016 and 2015.
TOTAL 2016

TOTAL 2015

$247,138
($66,280)
$180,858

$282,548
($108,026)
$174,522

Government grants and fees
Foundation grants, contributions and other
In-kind contributions
Other income

$23,209,023
$2,891,242
$1,176,094
$702,771

$20,946,583
$2,835,836
$0
$671,101

TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUE

$28,159,988

$24,628,042

EXPENSES
Program services
Management and general
Fundraising

$23,033,315
$4,147,843
$911,736

$20,428,683
$3,540,980
$510,350

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

$28,092,894

$24,480,013

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FROM OPERATIONS

$67,094

$148,029

NONOPERATING ACTIVITES
Rent expense attributable to straight-lining
Change in investment in limited partnership

($3,735)
$0

($42,981)
$58

TOTAL NONOPERATING ACTIVITIES

($3,735)

($42,923)

CHANGE IN TOTAL NET ASSETS

$63,359

$105,106

Net assets, beginning of year

$5,395,844

$5,290,738

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$5,459,203

$5,395,844

OPERATING ACTIVITES
Public support and revenue
Contributions and revenue from special events
Direct expenses from special events
Special events, net

The complete audited financial statements may be obtained by writing us or going to our website at
www.fortunesociety.org.
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The Fortune Society

BUILDING PEOPLE, NOT PRISONS

29-76 Northern Boulevard
Long Island City, NY 11101
212.691.7554
www.fortunesociety.org
©2017 The Fortune Society, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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